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Fix List for MONITOR version 7.5.10 

 

General 

 SSTG-9EFJZZ - Automatic default values on Part types didn’t work in any list procedure. 

 FPEN-9HYC25 - MONITOR shut down with a program error when you selected on Noncon. type in the 
Delivery Performance from Supplier and Delivery Performance to Customer procedures. 

 JLIN-9JTK5T - Focus wasn’t set on Order number in the Registration procedures. 

 JEDS-9KJK8J - Various improvements have been made in the supplement Document Viewer: 
- Tooltip with the full path and file name has been added. 
- Program errors could occur because of windows that interfered with each other or there were other high 
priority activities that took precedence. 
- The alternative Change font is removed from the Info menu (right mouse button). 
- The alternatives in the Info menu will change depending on the file type (Document, Spread Sheet, 
Picture, Other). 
- The display of the check box Show file when linking a file is fixed. 
- The alternative Open the file's path in the Explorer is added in the Info menu. 
- The positioning of the Info menu is fixed and will work properly in both modal and non-modal windows 

(the Revision window for instance). 

 JEDS-9L69VT - News: Now the supplement Document Viewer supports 3D for SolidWorks 2013. Please 
note that a new client installation is necessary. 

 JWEN-9LFJRF - Copying to test companies didn’t work if they were placed in different services. 

Manufacturing 

 CSIG-9LV95G - The fields Part number and Location are enlarged in the Pick List (Manufacturing) 
procedure. 

 JLIN-9MNDM2 - The Selection function for suppliers was missing in the Print Delivery Schedules – 
Subcontract procedure. 

Purchase 

 SSTG-9GBG7T - Decimals weren’t printed in the Quantity field on the Label in the Print Transport Labels 
(Purchase) and Arrival Reporting procedure. 

 ÖBRN-9K2BK8 - The Country code (ISO) on the International payment button in the Update Supplier 
procedure will automatically be the same as the Country code in the Company Info procedure. 

 SHYS-9KC9EW - It wasn’t possible to pay invoices with any of following payment methods CA, BG or PG in 
the Payment Suggestions procedure. 

 KFTM-9KDC5D - Printouts of Payment suggestions could display incorrect values in the Currency totals at 
the bottom of the page. This error could occur if Total per currency was selected and some invoices weren’t 

Marked to pay. 

 LREM-9KYJTZ - This only applies to systems used in Estonia: Now it’s possible to enter Reference number 
in the Register Supplier Invoice procedure. The reference number will be sent in the payment file 
(SEPA), i.e. when adaptation 515 is used and payment method LB is used. 

 ÖBRN-9KZ9Z8 - The Voucher text for the payment wasn’t transferred to the accounting from the 
Confirmation LB / FB procedure. This error occurred if you used direct integration of ledger into 
Accounting combined with Batch number for outgoing payments. 
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 FOHN-9L2CB7 - XML export of Purchase order suggestions from the Print Delivery Schedules procedure 
didn’t take any consideration to period. 

 SSÖG-9L5KG7 - The Order List – Sales procedure shut down with a program error if you classified on 
Delivery note no. and selected list type Only total. 

 JLIN-9LEB7N - The Print Delivery Schedules procedure didn’t work if you used Crystal Reports forms. 

 AFOG-9M3C76 - The Import Supplier Invoices procedure couldn’t manage more than 23 characters in 

the field Suppliers part number. 

Sales 

 CSIG-988C2M - The information under the buttons EDI… and Dispatch advice… on Customer orders will 
now be transferred to the Manufacturing company if you use the supplement Customer Order Transfer. 

 AFOG-9GRDJX - If you use Memnon integration from the Print Shipping Documents procedure, a 
warning message will be displayed when you advise domestic shipments with Combiterms within Sweden. 

 AFOG-9GYF9M - When advising to Unifaun from the Print Shipping Documents procedure, a warning 
message will be displayed if you try to book shipments with PostNord Logistics and the service DHL 
Economy Select. The warning is displayed if the Ext.info setting Automatic booking when advising to Apport 
is activated in the Update Supplier procedure. It’s no longer possible to use Unifaun for these services. 

 AFOG-9JFAQ6 - Goods type wasn’t updated automatically if you made changes and the rows were classified 
on the CMR waybill in the Print Shipping Documents procedure. 

 MARN-9JH99H - It was possible to save Blanket order – Sales without any order rows registered. 

 FOHN-9K5AJV - If you changed quantity to 0 or imported 0 quantities on an Order row in the Import EDI 
Delivery Schedules procedure, linked text rows were displayed in lists and forms. 

 JEDS-9K9JBV - The weight could during certain circumstances become incorrect when you used EDI advice 
(adaptation 15 with format 85) in the Pick List Delivery Reporting procedure. 

 JLÖR-9KCA9N - Incorrect balance was displayed on the first Location in the Delivery List procedure, list 
type Pick list. 

 JLIN-9KCFD2 - If you created a Customer order from a Quote, you didn’t get any link to an existing Blanket 
order within the date interval. 

 ÖBRN-9KGGCW - If you had the Setting "Round-off amounts automatically in the invoicing plan" activated, 
small amounts (for instance 0,50 SEK) could be displayed in the Invoicing Plan List procedure. 

 JLIN-9KWGUQ - It wasn’t possible to use several selection rows for Customer code in the Search form in 
the Print Pick Lists procedure. 

 CSIG-9KXDFE - The Order List – Sales procedure shut down with a program error if you classified on 
Delivery note no. and selected list type Only total. 

 FOHN-9L2AXV - Incorrect value was exported for the field EDI template, if you used EDI templates to send 
advice to Memnon from the Print Shipping Documents procedure. This problem could only occur with 
EDI format 185. 

 SSÖG-9L5GJ4 - If the EDI-data table is locked when saving, then it’s not possible to save again. This 
applies when you edit imported delivery schedules manually in the Import EDI Delivery Schedules 

procedure (adaptation 14) when the EDI link use EDI Data. 

 LAHM-9L7CCF - If you printed invoices in the Print Invoices and Print EDI Invoices procedures, and the 
invoice had cost of goods sold coding but sales account was missing in the Product group matrix, MONITOR 
would shut down with a program error. 

 ÖBRN-9L8CES - Following is adjusted in systems used in Poland: Incorrect amount was displayed on the 
Invoice if you credited VAT on Polish Credit invoices. 

 LREM-9L8CNJ - If invoices were previewed in the Customer Info procedure, the invoices were displayed 
with the size of previous printout. 
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 FOHN-9LCJWH - If you splitted an Order row with set up price, the cloned row also got set up price, which 
caused a program error in the Order List – Sales procedure, list type Only total. 

 FOHN-9LDB3V - The Import EDI Delivery Schedules procedure shut down with a program error when 
you saved, if you first deleted all rows manually. 

 SSÖG-9LEK2N - The Import EDI Orders procedure only contained Order headers without Rows after 
import. 

 JLIN-9LGBXQ - The Delivery List procedure only displayed Batch number on the first location. 

 TBOL-9LNAP6 - If you clicked on a linked document on the Manufacturing tab in the Customer Order Info 
procedure, the program shut down with a program error. 

 AFOG-9LVDNA - The Package Management procedure didn’t load Delivery notes containing several 
invoice basis. 

 AFOG-9M2GLZ - When advising to Unifaun from the Print Shipping Documents procedure, the service 
DHL Economy Select will no longer use DHL terms. If you select "Receiver pays", "EXW" will be exported. 

 AFOG-9M2JK6 - When advising the service DHL Air (PARID=DHLAIR) with Receiver pays to Unifaun from 
the Print Shipping Documents procedure, the receivers Customer number always will be sent. 

Inventory 

 JELA-9BVBDT - Linked documents weren’t saved on the Response tab in the Register Nonconformity 
procedure. 

 RDJF-9KAB8J - Replan order (VMI) didn’t take any consideration to Turnaround time. 

 SSÖG-9KWFQ2 - The Unplanned Stock Movements procedure imported 8 characters (should be 12 
characters) of the location name during import of file from a hand held device. This applies to 
adaptation128 and EDI-format 80. 

Workshop Info 

 JLIN-9MPBAQ - If an employee recorded attendance in the middle of a period with absence forecast, the 

employee could get absence on that day after the next period switch. 

Accounting 

 KFTM-9J2D9G - The button Recalculate in the Register Project procedure will be inactive when the 
calculation is under process. 

 LREM-9J8D3G - When you had Customer orders with Invoicing plans linked to a Project, the Expected 
result in the Register Project procedure could display incorrect amounts. This error could occur if you had 
several order rows linked to different income types. 

 LREM-9K9HBW - If you make adjustments on Accumulated depreciations in the Historical Acquisitions 
procedure, no extra depreciation record will be saved in the Depreciation log. 

 ÖBRN-9KCHQJ - This only applies to systems used in Malaysia. The Bank Reconciliation procedure didn’t 
display any balance information in the list type "Unreconciled entries list" when all transactions were 
reconciled. 

 KFTM-9LF9A4 - MONITOR shut down with a program error if you in the Register Project procedure used 
the Info menu to link to the Recording List procedure. 

 LREM-9LZJHD - If you used an Invoicing plan on a Customer order, you could get too high Expected result. 
This occurred if you had several order rows with the same income type in the Project accounting. The 
calculation of the Expected result used the value on the same order row many times, which caused the 
high Expected result. 
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General Settings 

 KFTM-9J89E3 - It wasn’t possible to register new Product groups in the Discount matrix in the Discount 
Categories procedure. 

 ÖBRN-9LFA65 - The field Spec. was missing on the Chart of accounts tab in the Chart of Accounts / 
Standard Accounts procedure. This only applies to systems without the Accounting module. 

 KFTM-9LMBYF - You could get incorrect AFS rate if you used 100 as a unit instead of 1 in the Currency 
procedure. 

Electronic Invoice Management 

 KFTM-9JM9PZ - If you printed several invoices from lists by using the Info menu, a permission control for 
the printout was missing. Invoices that the user doesn’t have any permission to preview will not be printed. 

 ÖBRN-9KWKC7 - List type All in the Search Supplier Invoice procedure displayed incorrect Total if an 
Invoice had an authorization round with several Authorized signers. 

 LREM-9L7CM3 - The counting function that control how many simultaneous users are logged on in EIM is 
improved. 

Management Accounting 

 ÖBRN-9LE8S7 - When using Posterior coding of SO mark-up in the Inventory log, correct value wasn’t used 
if the Standard price had more than two decimals. The system rounded the Standard price to two decimals 
when calculating the coded amount. 

Business Intelligence 

 BKNN-9JLJRS - It wasn’t possible to change category axis to Year in Year comparison in the Report 
generator in MONITOR BI. 

 BKNN-9KGFHA - During certain circumstances it was impossible to change category to month for selections 
with Part numbers containing digits larger than 1 000 000 in MONITOR BI. 

 BKNN-9L2A7W - The supplement views Order backlog and Order inflow in MONITOR BI could display too 
high values. This could occur if order rows had codings with cost of sold goods and stock. 


